
« The 1st international
24h hackathon dedicated  
to space applications »

Jump into  
the universe 
of start-ups

May 20-21, 2016

December 2015  
Deadline for cities application 

March 2016  
Open registration for the candidates

May 20-21, 2016 
Simultaneous 24 hour-long hackathon 
and regional award

Optional: national jury and award 
ceremony if several cities in a same 
country

June 29, 2016
European final and award ceremony at 
the Toulouse Space Show
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FEEDBACK FROM THE FRENCH EDITION

potential start-ups, 
4 actually launched

5 French cities 
participated 

201 people took 
part (67% were 

students)

The smart and mobile generator that 
harnesses the energy of the Sun for the 
benefit of mankind on Earth

Plan, secure and watch your athletes’ 
physical trainings with TrackMyFit, the sport 
coaching platform
www.trackmyfit.com

IzarGolf, the smart caddy
www.izargolf.com

Start Track the French spatial high-precision 
dedicated to well-being. With Start Track 
adapt your training to your health
www.start-track.fr

 www.actinspace.org



Main goals of ActInSpace®

 + To encounter potentiel candidates to join 
an  ESA Business Incubation Centre or an 
associated one

 + To encourage an entrepreneurial spirit 
amongst young people 

 + To spread the idea that space can be a 
strong catalyzer for innovation

 + To enhance technology transfer and spin 
offs  derived from space tecnologies and 
space acquired data

Ambition for ActInSpace® 
International

 + To make  ActinSpace a world event

 + To have more  than 30 European cities 
participate

 + To attract more than 1000 candidates 
(supprimer la fin de la pharse)

 + To provide more than 35 challenges

 + To create between 10 to 20 start ups

We will help you 
and will provide

 + 20 challenges from ESA and the CNES  
can help you provide your own challenges

 + Flyers, templates, registration platform  
and guidelines for the organisation

 + Our feedback from the first edition 

 + Accomodation for the winning  teams 
selected for the international final  
at the Toulouse Space Show

 + Accommodation for teams selected  
for international final at Toulouse Space Show

why take part in 
the actinspace® 

adventure ?
As a city 

 + Develop your innovation ecosystem

 + Foster the image of your city which favors 
innovation and new technologies

 + Show your commitment to young people

 + Gain national and International visibility

 + Streghten the links with European space 
networks.

As a school or university

 + Foster the  image of your school that its ahead 
of the curve and that it  encourages students to 
develop their skills and entrepreneurial spirit

 + Offer the opportunity to your students to take 
part in an exciting international event which will 
allow them to work on space technologies, as 
well as, meeting experts and industries.

 + Gain notarity by increasing your visibility and 
see your logo displayed in all the ActinSpace 
publications

 + Strengten the links with European space 
networks

The winner 
project

Your role is to

 + Find a key person to lead the local 
organisation

 + Promote the event through your network

 + Choose the experts, jury to be present on 
the day

 + Organize the logisitcs of the 24 hour 
hackathon (find local sponsors, venue, 
meals etc)

 + Cover the travel expenses for the national 
final winners to Toulouse

 + Have space technologies 
and/or data (mandatory)

 + Be innovative and creative 
 + Have a realistic business 
plan
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An event organized by:

CNES, ESA & ESA BIC Sud France
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